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The Open University
• Over 2.5 million students since 1971
• 200,000+ students online
• 40,000 outside UK
• Europe’s biggest university
• In the top five UK Universities on teaching quality ratings
• OU overall ranked first for assessment & feedback; organisation &
management; and for teaching quality (National Student Survey 2005)
•

New initiatives: Open Source VLE, Open Content, Structured Authoring,
Content Management and others
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Open Content Initiative: OpenLearn
• $9.9m two year programme
– supported by TheWilliam and Flora Hewlett Foundation

• Strands
– Academic
– Technical: Production
– Technical: Tools
– Research and Evaluation
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Our motivations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The philosophy of open content matches the Open University’s mission.
Open Content is a developing movement: join sooner rather than later.
Risks in doing nothing: technology and globalisation need to be addressed.
A route for outreach beyond our student body that builds on our good
experience of broadcast with the BBC.
A chance to learn how to draw on the world as a resource and introduce new
technologies.
Demonstration of the quality of Open University materials in new regions.
A testbed for new technology and new ways of working.
A way to work with external funders who share similar aims and ideals.
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OpenLearn = an experiment to understand more
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OECD questions
• Financial incentives/barriers for institutions?
• Pedagogical incentives and barriers?
• Other incentives for institutions?
• Other barriers than financial?
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OECD questions
• Financial incentives/barriers for institutions?
– Costs across a range – but also benefits

• Pedagogical incentives and barriers?
– Transformation needed – scope to understand and feedback
– Only part of what we do – tutor, assess, accredit

• Other incentives for institutions?
– Route to new areas and target groups

• Other barriers than financial?
– The unknown and how to find the answers
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Futures: Web 2.0 characteristics
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Long Tail
Data is the Next Intel Inside
Users Add Value
Network Effects by Default
Some Rights Reserved
The Perpetual Beta
Cooperate, Don't Control
Software Above the Level of a Single Device
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Tim O’Reilly (2005) What is Web 2.0?
http://www oreillynet com/pub/a/oreilly/tim/news/2005/09/30/what-is-web-20 html

Activity analysis “OU”
Tools

Careful crafting
Specify devices

object

subject
(Learner/Educator)

rules
Copyright preserved
Everything planned

(Work with Open content)

community
Work with individuals
Target markets

division of labour
Custom solution
Closed data
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Activity analysis “OpenLearn”
Tools

Perpetual beta
Across devices

object

subject
(Learner/Educator)

rules
Release rights
Cooperate don’t control

(Work with Open content)

community
Network effects
Long Tail

division of labour
Users add value
Data driven
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Web 2.0 and OpenLearn
No.

O’Reilly’s advice

Impact on OpenLearn

1

The Long Tail:

Offer specialist subjects and consider everyone as a potential user
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Data is the Next Intel Inside

Build on the quality assured content that we have.
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Users Add Value

Allow users to contribute to increase the value of existing content by
participation in forums and journal, and by providing new content
in the LabSpace.
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Network Effects by Default

Let users rank content easily and use highlight active areas to identify
what is working and where users are going.
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Some Rights Reserved

Adopt Creative Commons and make clear that reuse is permitted and
encouraged.
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The Perpetual Beta

Release new tools in the LabSpace while monitoring use and getting
feedback from users
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Cooperate, Don't Control

Separate availability of sensemaking tools and look for new tools to
come in from the users.
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Software Above the Level of
a Single Device

Use XML as the basis for our material and work on conversion to
accessible formats such as DAISY and to be viewable as print
and mobile.
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What makes a success
•
•
•
•
•
•

More funding?
Income streams?
Recruitment to OU?
Content back into OU?
A transformed OU?
Tools that work?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lots of users (how many)?
Recruitment to Education?
Many “OpenLearns”?
OpenLearn helps Africa?
Knowing Answers?
Sharing Answers?
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Research Questions
• How can we sustain our work with Open Content?
– What are the costs?
– What are the benefits?
• What do our users do in the Learning Space?
– Where is the Learning?
– What do users enjoy doing?
• How can tools enable users to participate?
– Do the tools work with the content?
– How do tools help build communities?
• How can free content help people enter education?
– Reaching under-represented classes?
– Can free content lead to further learning?
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Research Questions
• How can we sustain our work with Open Content?
– What are the costs? Measure our own experience.
– What are the benefits? Holistic view – look for examples
• What do our users do in the Learning Space?
– Where is the Learning? Identify activity patterns as learning
– What do users enjoy doing? Stories from the users
• How can tools enable users to participate?
– Do the tools work with the content? Trials of tools – feedback
– How do tools help build communities? Support shared aims
• How can free content help people enter education?
– Reaching under-represented groups? Targeted studies
– Can free content lead to further learning? Monitor connections
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What are your research questions?
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What are your research questions?
• What happens to the non-participating majority? (Cathy)
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What do you think?
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